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Abstract
Data clustering has been widely applied to many practical applications, including social net-
work analysis, location-based analysis, and scientiﬁc analysis. Considering the ongoing huge
increases in the amount of data generated by Internet users and limited memory and compu-
tation resources, the design of scalable clustering has become very signiﬁcant. In this paper,
we propose a distributed clustering algorithm named HiClus, which is based on heterogeneous
cloud computing. HiClus can eﬃciently build an adaptive distributed tree in the cloud to uti-
lize computation resources of both central processing unit and general-purpose computing on
graphics processing units. The evaluation herein shows that HiClus can scale up better, use
less clustering time, and achieve better load balancing than existing MapReduce algorithms.
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1 Introduction
Data clustering techniques are used in many applications, such as community detection in social
networks, mobile data analysis, and user grouping for marketing. To improve the quality of
such applications, various data clustering methods and tools have been proposed to help us
understand the characteristics in datasets. However, traditional clustering algorithms designed
for single machines are insuﬃcient to process big data, which is because of limited memory
and computation resources. The need to tackle big data has highlighted the importance of fur-
ther development of distributed computing. One approach to handling big data in distributed
frameworks is to utilize the MapReduce model 1,2, to process massive datasets. Many clustering
algorithms designed for big data are based on the MapReduce model [3, 5, 6, 8, 15]. In the
MapReduce model, input data are divided into several chunks that are sent to mappers. Each
mapper receives one or more data chunks, performs the map function, and sends intermediate
1Apache hadoop, http://hadoop.apache.org/.
2Apache spark, http://spark.apache.org/.
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results to reducers that execute the reduce function to generate ﬁnal results. Although the algo-
rithms based on the MapReduce model outperform traditional algorithms running on a single
machine in data-intensive and big data applications, iterative algorithms in the MapReduce
model suﬀer from input/output (I/O) overhead because of the excess of intermediate results.
Although in-memory MapReduce can reduce the I/O cost, density-based clustering in the cloud
still suﬀers from intensive computation of distance calculations between all points.
In this paper, we propose a density-based clustering algorithm in the heterogeneous cloud
(HiClus). HiClus is an eﬃcient algorithm that builds on the DBSCAN (density-based spatial
clustering of applications with noise) algorithm [7] by combining the MapReduce model with
GPGPU (general-purpose computing on graphics processing units) parallelism. It is comprised
of three main phases: distributed partition, distributed clustering, and merging. In the dis-
tributed partition phase, input data is initially divided into several partitions. To achieve better
load balancing, a distributed KD-tree (DistKD-tree) is used to partition data in the distributed
environment. To prevent sharing of dependent data between mappers, there are overlapping ar-
eas between neighboring partitions; the eﬀectiveness of this approach is shown later. In the dis-
tributed clustering phase, HiClus employs a hybrid MapReduce model to process the DBSCAN
clustering using many independent mappers and GPU. As we know, GPU is a hardware-based
approach that oﬀers higher memory bandwidth and throughput for computation-intensive and
data-parallel tasks. Thus, HiClus can utilize several thousand threads simultaneously. In the
merging phase, the subclustering results from the mappers are directly merged.
We implement HiClus on Apache Spark2 with jCuda library. Our main ﬁndings are summa-
rized as follows. First, our method of dividing large data into several partitions with approxi-
mately equal loads eﬀectively overcomes the load balancing and skewed data problems that are
common with other algorithms. With the proposed partition method, the cost of merging is
in proportion to the number of reducers. Second, the adaptive DistKD-tree results in subtrees
that are data-independent, and thus no communication between mappers is required. Third,
our hybrid MapReduce model and distributed DBSCAN utilizes [7] both central processing unit
(CPU) and GPU on each mapper. Use of the GPU enables our algorithm to run faster than ex-
isting MapReduce-based algorithms. Lastly, our study conﬁrms that the adaptive DistKD-tree
of HiClus can achieve extremely high scalability and can eﬀectively cluster a large dataset in the
heterogeneous cloud. We conclude that HiClus is superior to previous models in several ways,
including data allocation, job assignment, load balancing, parallelism, and speed of execution.
This paper is organized as follows. We brieﬂy review the related work in Section 2. In
Section 3, we introduce the hybrid MapReduce model. In Section 4, we propose the HiClus
algorithm. Evaluations are shown in Section 5. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.
2 Related Works
The current state-of-the-art density-based clustering algorithm that identify clusters with ar-
bitrary shapes and among noise are DBSCAN [7]. To solve the above-mentioned scalability
issue, several kinds of distributed clustering algorithms have been proposed by researchers.
Distributed clustering algorithms are commonly devised to perform density-based clustering on
many machines in a parallel environment [14, 2, 10]. Because of the limitations on computing
power, many density-based algorithms propose to use multi-core techniques or GPGPU. The
CUDA-DClust algorithm performs density-based clustering using GPU [4]. To improve per-
formance on GPU, CUDA-DClust* adopts an index structure in the CUDA-DClust algorithm,
whereas GSCAN applies a grid structure to reduce the number of points on each GPU [4, 12].
Researchers also proposed a G-DBSCAN algorithm that can index the data in a proposed graph
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Figure 1: The hybrid MapReduce model in heterogeneous architecture.
structure, then group similar data points through BFS (breadth-ﬁrst search) traversal in GPU
[1]. However, when the datasets become very large, these algorithms are unable to process the
data eﬃciently because of the limited memory resources of single machines.
Recently, work intended to develop techniques for the cloud computing environment have
been published. Kwon has implemented a distributed version of FoF (Friends of Friends)
algorithm, which is a special case of DBSCAN; its premise is that MinPts is 0, and it uses
a MapReduce-style platform known as Dryad [11, 9]. In DBSCAN-MR [3], data space is split
into many grid cells, and all grid cells are scanned to reduce the number of points in each
grid cell along boundary regions. Although this approach can achieve better performance
during merging, the algorithm may still suﬀer from a data imbalance problem and lack of
computation power in computation-intensive applications. Another approach, the Mr. Scan
algorithm, divides the input dataset into many partitions as leaf nodes in the MRNet tree
structure responding to the requirement for scalability and the complexity of the application
in [13]. Then, the CUDA-DClust algorithm is performed on each data partition, merging the
result in the root of the MRNet tree. In the MRNet, the tree structure is shared using a
network, and the merge and swap processes between the MRNet tree nodes will incur huge
communication costs.
3 Hybrid MapReduce Model
To apply a clustering algorithm in the heterogeneous cloud, we combine the MapReduce and
GPU parallelism techniques to formulate the proposed cloud-based clustering algorithm. In
Figure 1, we show the scheme of our design in hybrid approach that applies GPGPU program-
ming with the MapReduce model. Because of the simplicity of the MapReduce framework,
it can eﬃciently execute the data-intensive applications through many machines. The input
dataset is automatically divided and sent to all machines. Then each data partition is pro-
cessed in a single machine. To reduce the run time of computational-intensive tasks on each
machine, we execute the computing using GPU. In our hybrid MapReduce model, the mapper
task is divided into many subtasks and is computed by GPU in parallel. After all subtasks are
ﬁnished, each subresult is merged by the mapper and sent to the reducer for processing. Then,
the reducer merges the received results to generate a ﬁnal output. The GPU device is highly
parallel and provides computational intensity to execute the workload with thousands of GPU
cores in each stream processor. Therefore, HiClus can achieve extremely high scalability by
leveraging both GPU hardware and the MapReduce framework.
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Figure 2: Illustrations of a complete distributed KD-tree with six sub-trees.
4 The HiClus Algorithm
Our aim with HiClus is to solve both scalability issues and the problem of limited computational
power. Each of the three phases of HiClus contributes to this aim. The phases are as follows:
1) distributed partition, 2) distributed clustering, and 3) merging.
4.1 Adaptive Distributed KD-Tree (DistKD-tree)
The memory architecture and the natural properties of data access are diﬀerent in the heteroge-
neous cloud, which increases the challenges of distributed tree design. To leverage the thousands
of cores on the GPU and to overcome data scalability issues, we apply the KD-tree concept in
a distributed environment, denoting it as DistKD-tree. The DistKD-tree contains two types of
tree nodes, an index node and a data node. The nodes store tree index, point type, and point
data. A complete DistKD-tree can be split into many subtrees. Each subtree is stored in a par-
tition that comprises a key partition identity and a data payload < partition identity, points >,
where partition identity is the partition index and points is data. Any subtree of the DistKD-
tree can independently perform clustering and caching in local memory. For example, consider
the complete DistKD-tree shown in Figure 2. The size of the tree is larger than machine mem-
ory; thus, we partition the complete tree into many subtrees (T1, T2, and T6). In other words,
we propose an adaptive DistKD-tree in braid representation to achieve better GPU utiliza-
tion, avoid the limitations on data sharing that are present in MapReduce, and execute various
datasets adaptively in a heterogeneous architecture.
4.2 Distributed Partition
The problems in the partition phase are to remove data sharing between machines, to partition
a large dataset into m parts, and to achieve better load balancing as soon as possible. We
propose the DistKD-tree to organize the partitioned data. Given a size limitation for a data
partition, we use a top-down method to divide the data equally among the mappers in the
cloud. First, the input data is distributed to machines M1 to Mm. Then, the mapper on each
machine takes as input < line number, point data > for almost equal amounts of data. In
order to ensure the correctness of HiClus, mappers extend the border of the data partitions
by an Eps distance and replicate the points that reside in areas that overlap the neighboring
partition. We show an example in Figure 3(b).
We assume the input point is d-dimension data, which means split hyper planes are alter-
nately perpendicular to one another from the dimension 1 to dimension d. In each splitting
process, each mapper ﬁnds the median value in the received data partition, then caches the
data in local memory. The median values are synchronized to the master machine, and then
C.-C. Chen and M.-S. Chen
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Figure 3: The example of (a) DBSCAN point types (b) DBSCAN with our overlapping design.
the mapper can repeatedly perform partition splitting on the cached data, depending on the
global median value. Until the number of partitions is greater than or equal to m, the mappers
output the partitioned data as keyvalue pairs in < partition identity, points > format. The
key is the identiﬁcation of a data partition, and the value is a set of information that includes
medians and a list of point data in the given data partition. Each partition stores partial HiClus
data on a diﬀerent machine. We perform the data partition in a distributed manner to achieve
better performance via data cache mechanisms. Therefore, the partitions are almost equal in
size; thus, we can get better load balancing and maximum system utilization in distributed
machines.
4.3 Distributed Clustering
In the distributed clustering phase, we perform the subtree construction and data clustering
on each individual machine to generate candidate clusters. To reduce the cost of accessing the
distributed DistKD-tree, the operations of distance calculation and clustering are computed
by GPU independently. However, when more than one thread in the GPU tries to read or
write the same data, the heuristic data partition incurs memory bank conﬂict. In this phase,
the received data partition is expressed in the form of key-value pairs in a mapper. We use a
bottom-up approach to construct the received data into a subtree of DistKD-tree. In Figure 2,
we show that a complete DistKD-tree is composed of many subtrees. Each subtree is stored in
local memory on a diﬀerent mapper. Figure 5 shows an example of loading data and subtree
to the GPU. The data of subtree T11 is loaded into the global memory of the GPU, and index
information is loaded into the shared memory of MP1. Then, the GPU job controller assigns
diﬀerent distance computing jobs to each GPU core. After all the data is loaded into the GPU,
the mapper adopts the DBSCAN to process the subtree processing. Then, each GPU core
performs euclidean distance computing simultaneously. Here, we adopt the density deﬁnitions
in DBSCAN [7]. The points in the dense area are grouped into a cluster, which contains at
least MinPts points within a radius distance of Eps. Each GPU groups the data into many
sub-clusters, then performs local merging in global memory of the GPU. After local merging
is completed, we output the clustering results to the reducer in the form of key-value < point,
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Figure 4: Example of KD partition (a) partition results (b) tree representation of the KD-
partitions.
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(partition identity, point type, cluster id) >.
4.4 Merging
In this phase, the reducer collects intermediate clustering results from the mappers. Diﬀerent
mappers that do not share information may cluster the same points (i.e., the points in an
overlapped area). Thus, points may be labeled incorrectly to a cluster by one of the mappers.
In our design, the reducer merges similar clusters to form a bigger cluster by utilizing subtree
merging. Merging is conducted very quickly, because the reducer only needs to check the points
located in overlapping areas. The reducer corrects the cluster identity of any incorrectly labeled
points in a distributed mapping table called DHT . This merging process for overlapped points
is discussed as follows:
Case 1: Point p is a core point which belongs to both cluster C1 and C2. Then we merge C2
to C1.
Case 2: Point p is a core point in cluster C1 and a border point in cluster C2. It is valid to
merge cluster C2 with C1.
Case 3: Point p is a border point with diﬀerent cluster identity C1 and C2 in diﬀerent sub-
trees. We cannot merge such clusters. This is because we do not promise that C1 and C2 have
common core points.
Case 4: Point p is a border point in cluster C1 in a sub-tree and is noise in another sub-tree.
We do not need to perform merging process.
In Figure 2, we show an example. Overlap analysis needs to be performed on the overlapping
points of subtrees T1 and T3. Applying the merging rule, we merge these two clusters, as well
as the others.
In conclusion, in the ﬁrst phase, the DistKD-tree increases capability for direct construc-
tion and computation in MapReduce. In the second phase, the distributed clustering design
eﬀectively solves the problem of limited computational power in a heterogeneous architecture.
In the last merging phase, we can intuitively change the cluster identity in linear time through
a distributed mapping table.
5 Experiments
5.1 Environment and Datasets
We implement the HiClus algorithm on CUDA 6.5 with jCUDA, Hadoop 1.2.1 and Spark 1.0
in the cloud environment. There are ﬁve machines, each with one NVidia GPU installed. One
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Figure 6: Experiments of (a) scalability (b) algorithms in single machine (c) comparison to
MapReduce algorithms (d) number of machines in 1600k dataset.
machine serves as master, and the other four as slaves. Each machine launches four virtual
nodes with 4 GB local memory and shares Nvidia 9800 GTX. In our experiments, we test
HiClus on synthetic datasets3. The details are presented in Table 1.
5.2 Scalability and Comparison to Previous Works
We evaluate the scalability of the existing algorithms. Figure 6(a) shows the run times with
increasingly large datasets. As we known, the presence of overlapping points does lead to
increased computational intensity in data clustering. Thus, we ﬁnd that the clustering phase is
compute-bound, i.e., applying GPU to the clustering phase obtains better performance. When
a dataset is larger than 1,600k, run time increases signiﬁcantly. This is because the memory
used is larger than machine memory size, and HiClus reads the cached data from disk. Thus,
the I/O access time aﬀects overall performance.
Considering the resource limitations of a single machine, we use highly dense synthetic
datasets with 51,200 to 409,600 points. For a deeper understanding of the capacity of HiClus,
we set strict conditions on Eps and MinPts. The MinPts is 4 and the Eps is 0.4988. Figure
6(b) shows that DBSCAN with O(n2) and DBSCAN with O(n log n) on a single machine use
huge memory, such that we only obtain reasonable results in the 50k to 400k datasets. In
order to evaluate the scalability of HiClus, we increase the dataset sizes to 800,000 to 6,400,000
points. Figure 6(c) shows that the run time of HiClus, DBSCAN-MR [3], and DDC (Distributed
Density-based clustering in the Cloud)4 with MinPts is 4 and Eps is 0.4988. In our observation,
DBSCAN-MR is faster than DDC, i.e., grid-based and tree design reduce the time complexity
signiﬁcantly. However, when data size is larger than 6,400,000 points, DBSCAN-MR and DDC
need more time to access data in swapping memory. In HiClus, we use GPU memory to reduce
the eﬀect of writing/reading data in swap memory. Thus, HiClus provides high scalability even
on large datasets.
5.3 Eﬀect to number of Machines with GPU
Here we show the extent to which results depend on GPU hardware resources. We run HiClus
with maximum GPU thread support. In this experiment, we use the same Eps and MinPts
Table 1: The synthetic datasets with diﬀerent data size in two dimensions
dataset # of points size dataset # of points size
Birch-400k 400,000 > 65MB Birch-3200k 3,200,000 > 512MB
Birch-800k 800,000 > 128MB Birch-6400k 6,400,000 > 1GB
Birch-1600k 1,600,000 > 256MB Birch-12800k 12,800,000 > 2GB
3Data generator in BIRCH.
4DDC is a distributed version of DBSCAN in the cloud, where the complexity of DDC is O(n2)
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settings used in Section 5.2. The global memory size is 512 MB on four machines. Each
mapper in a machine has 4G local memory. When clustering data size in each mapper is larger
than global memory, we process clustering on GPU iteratively. Our datasets are highly dense;
when the number of machines is doubled, partitions and data sizes are also doubled. In this
experiment, mappers already use more than 4 GB of memory in a 1600k dataset. In Figure
6(d), we see that increasing the number of machines may not get the best scale-out. The
performance gain is not linear with a relative slope. This is because the data is copied from
local memory to global memory several times; therefore, we cannot adopt coalesce memory
access to access memory eﬃciently. Therefore, hiding memory access latencies becomes a much
more important technique in HiClus. In addition, we need to consider the dataset attributes
and hardware resources for setting the number of grids and threads. In future, using multiple
GPUs with larger memory or increasing the number of machines could solve such problems. In
addition, the automatic tuning of GPU based on the datasets may help to obtain better results.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we devised the HiClus algorithm, a highly scalable distributed density-based
clustering algorithm for clustering large datasets in the heterogeneous cloud. Data is eﬀectively
split into balanced partitions in the proposed DistKD-tree. The overlapping partition is eﬀective
for expanding the boundary, and it reduces the overhead during the merging phase. To obtain
signiﬁcant performance improvement, the hybrid MapReduce model takes advantage of GPU
and the features of MapReduce. In conclusion, the HiClus algorithm in hybrid MapReduce
model is signiﬁcantly faster than doing so with existing algorithms when hardware resources
are limited.
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A Review of DBSCAN
DBSCAN is a density-based clustering algorithm that is based on connected regions with collec-
tive high density. As shown in Figure 3, the objects in the dense area are grouped into a cluster,
which contains at least MinPts objects in an Eps-neighborhood. Where the Eps-neighborhood
is deﬁned as a set of objects that are covered by a circle within a radius distance of Eps. We
describe the deﬁnitions of DBSCAN as follows:
Deﬁnition 1. (directly density-reachable): A point p is directly density-reachable from a point
q wrt. Eps, MinPts if
1. p ∈ NEps(q) and
2. |NEps(q)| ≥ MinPts
NEps(q) represents the Eps-neighborhood of the point q which includes all points whose
distance to the point q is less than or equal to Eps. From the statement (2), it can be understood
that there is a cluster if and only if there is a core point.
Deﬁnition 2. (density-reachable): A point p is density-reachable from a point q wrt. Eps,
MinPts if there is a chain of points p1, ..., pn, such that pi+1 is directly density-reachable from
pi.
Deﬁnition 3. (density-connected): A point p is density-connected to a point q wrt. Eps,
MinPts if there is a point o such that both p and q are density-reachable from o.
Deﬁnition 4. (cluster):Let D be a set of points. A cluster C wrt. Eps and MinPts is a non-
empty subset of D satisfying the following conditions:
1. ∀p, q: if p ∈ C and q is density-reachable from p wrt. Eps and MinPts, then q ∈ C.
(Maximality)
2. ∀p, q ∈ C: p is density-connected to q wrt. Eps and MinPts. (Connectivity)
Deﬁnition 5. (noise): A point p is not belong to deﬁnition (1) to (4).
For more details of DBSCAN, please see [7].
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